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¿What is CTVAI?

⬡ CTVAI is conformed by an app and a website, in where our 

goal is for people to learn more about road safety and for 

those who already know about it to strengthen their 

knowledge.



¿Who this Project born?
⬡ How the idea born….

Daily we can see how thousands of people have traffic accidents, some result in temporary 

injuries, others permanent and others die....With this idea in 2018, was born the application 

Cuida Tu Vida Al Instante by Valentina Rodriguez Sotelo and Mariana Valentina Parra 

Rodriguez .

With the App and support of the website,CTVAI won a little of recognition by participating in a 

competition with the Ministry of Mobility  and although we didn´t win, that give us  that 

possibility allowed some people to be made aware.

During the year 2018 Mariana Parra left CTVAI in the middle of the road, but in this moment 

join us Milly Sarahy Galeano Valenzuela, who together with Valentina decided to promote the 

project. This year, the opportunity to present CTAVI in the contest Your ideas, Your initiatives, 

is a new way to reinforce the cultivated dream.



The App

The app is conformed by 8 screens,like we are going to see in the pictures:

⬡ Principal Screen: Problem to deal with and hiperlink to the games.

⬡ Reflection: Hiperlinks to each of the screens.

⬡ News: You can publish and inform in real time accidents or importants news

that happens in the Street.

⬡ Videos: Audiovisual media made by Margarita Bosco School to remember and 

clarify some basic concepts of road safety.

⬡ Memes:learn,reflect and have fun.



The App

⬡ Games: In this section you can choose between the games

aforedmentioned.

⬡ Minion game: Help the minion to cross correctly by the avenue, 

making use of the pedestrian bridge.

⬡ Racings:the gamers have to press the buttons at the same time to

decide who goes more fast.









Our Web Page 
Our website contains the norms, emergency lines, national

code of coexistence, road signs of colombia and also the 

section where we will publish all the links of the 

conferences that we will carry out, to train all our users.

To enter to the web page click in the link

https://valentinarodriguez51.wixsite.com/ctvai

https://valentinarodriguez51.wixsite.com/ctvai










¿Who we promote our project?

⬡ Our idea was to go to schools and talk to them about our 

project and train them, but with the quarantine situation 

we had to join and take new means to promote our project, 

such as the zoom and google meet conferences, and we 

used social networks for our benefit.

⬡ We promote our application, publishing our banner across 

all the social networks of CTVAI and ours. We also put the 

banner in our group in where we live so that more people 

knew our project.



¿Who we promote our project?




